UCCA HUMANITARIAN AID UPDATE #33

as of December 2nd
Vital winter necessities continue to be sorted & delivered to our fighting men and women
Thermal Range Finding Monoculars bought and delivered to the frontlines
REHABILITATION

UCCA supported the physical & mental rehabilitation of the pilots of Ukraine’s A0820 Air Force of Ukraine’s Armed Forces, who have not had a day off since the start of the war on February 24th.

The pilots spent a week in Poland at a rehabilitation medical spa.
Ukraine’s A0820 Air Force Pilots of Ukraine’s Armed Forces are ready again for action~
UCCA delivers Humanitarian Aid supplies – medicines, hygiene products & food - to our defenders near Bakhmut, Donetsk Oblast
Orthopedic Supplies

UCCA delivers Orthopedic supplies – walkers, wheelchairs & crutches -- to Ukraine’s frontline clinics treating Ukraine’s injured
Letters of Thanks

Humbled by the various letters of thanks UCCA continues to receive from those who are defending our homeland against the Russian aggressor!

UCCA pledges to continue to do all that is in our power to assist Ukraine in defending its sovereignty and territorial integrity.
Medical Institutions express their gratitude to UCCA for their delivered humanitarian assistance.
Operation: Against the Cold

As a result of Ukraine’s successful counteroffensives, Russia continues to strike at the heart of Ukraine – depriving the civilian population of essential services, including heating, electricity & water.

As the days get colder and winter sets in, tens of millions of Ukrainian lives are in jeopardy.

UCCA hopes we can count on your continued generous support to enable us to focus on what will be necessary to keep our fighting men and women, along with the millions of internally displaced people, fed, warmly clothed, sheltered and healthy through provision of medical care.

Thank you! Slava Ukraini!